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ARNOLD B. LARSON 

ESTIMATION OF HEDGING 
AND SPECULATIVE POSITIONS 
IN FUTURES MARKETS* 

INTRODUCTION 

A great amount of quantitative official information is available 
concerning most commodity futures markets in the United States. The Com
modity Exchange Authority (CEA), in its annual bulletin Commodity Futures 
Statistics, publishes the bulk of this in a number of tables, organized so as to 
facilitate comparisons among commodities and over various periods of time. 
Much of the information so presented is based on reports of exchange clearing
house members and covers all transactions or market positions. A rather large 
and important segment, however, consisting of the classification of the open 
interest by type of trader, is incomplete. This classification is based on the reports 
made directly to the CEA by traders whose positions exceed a specified level. 
Reporting traders typically comprise less than 10 per cent of the traders and hold 
less than half of the long commitments and about two-thirds of the short com
mitments. 1£ correct comparisons of composition of open interest are to be made, 
reasonably accurate estimates of total-reported and nonreported-positions are 
needed. The purpose of this paper is to develop such estimates. 

It is natural to suppose that the incomplete classification, based on the reports 
of large traders, reflects in some way the complete classification, but the relation
ship is certainly not obvious. The reported classification may in fact be positively 
misleading, since the proportions which become reported in the various classes 
may differ widely. Comparisons among markets may employ procedures which 
implicitly assume that all classes are equally fully reported, an assumption that 
is usually not only erroneous but even impossible (though not, one might sup
pose, implausible). It is sometimes assumed that most of the nonreported com
mitments are speculative (l, p. 13). An explicit estimation procedure is needed 
to supplant these vaguely formulated, casual, even unconscious, methods of esti
mating the complete classification. 

I know of no attempt, until one made quite recently, to estimate explicitly 
the trading composition of the nonreported positions. The chief deterrent to 
devising a formal estimating procedure has been the seeming impossibility of 

• I wish to thank Ronald C. Callander, Director, Trading Division, and Thorvald W. Jorgensen, 
Economist, Commodity Exchange Authority, for constructive comments on an earlier draft of this 
paper, and for help in securing the data upon which the study is based. 



TABLE I.-PERCENTAGES OF TOTAL OPEN INTEREST IN EACH CATEGORY COMPARED TO REpORTED A!\'D TO EsTIMATED PERCENTAGES, N 
0 

AND ERRORS OF ESTIMATE, FOR 26 FULL MARKET SURVEYS 
...j:>. 

(Per cent of total open interest) 

Matching Long Hedging Long Speculation Short Hedging Short Speculation 

Survey NL Ns E· Mt M Error HL· HLt HL Error SL· SLt SL Error Hs· Hst Hs Error Ss· Sst Ss Error 

Soybeans Nov. 30, 1959 63 28 20 40 40 0 6 11 10 1 11 49 50 -1 45 50 48 2 7 10 12 -2 
Wheat Feb. 28, 1947 54 61 22 42 38 4 16 26 33 -7 8 32 29 3 13 23 20 3 4 35 42 -7 

Sept. 17,1947 52 30 20 40 41 -1 8 12 11 1 20 48 48 0 50 57 52 5 0 3 7 -4 

Corn June 30, 1947 54 68 18 38 38 0 15 24 18 6 13 38 44 -6 12 24 25 -1 2 38 37 1 

Cotton Sept. 28,1956 36 52 12 31 32 -1 47 51 53 -2 5 18 15 3 36 56 61 -5 0 l3 7 6 

Wool Oct. 29, 1954 70 37 17 37 41 -4 13 30 21 9 0 33 38 -5 46 58 45 13 0 5 14 -9 ::... 
Dec. 31,1957 92 48 0 18 22 -4 8 33 32 1 0 49 46 3 51 76 72 4 1 6 6 0 ~ Nov. 28, 1958 93 42 2 20 10 10 4 14 19 -5 1 66 71 -5 54 73 76 -3 2 7 14 -7 0 

Wool tops Oct. 29,1954 64 21 13 32 29 3 l3 26 27 -1 10 42 44 -2 66 68 68 0 0 0 3 -3 t-< 
Dec. 31,1957 50 39 3 21 23 -2 23 35 31 4 24 44 46 -2 58 76 72 4 0 3 5 -2 \::I 
Nov. 28, 1958 75 38 4 22 22 0 10 26 25 1 11 52 53 -1 58 73 68 5 0 5 10 -5 !l:l 

Eggs July 31, 1946 74 28 10 18 18 0 2 5 2 3 14 77 80 -3 59 66 74 -8 3 16 8 8 t-< 
::... Sept. 6,1949 53 62 6 14 10 4 16 27 24 3 25 59 66 -7 23 42 38 4 9 44 52 -8 C; July 29, 1960 78 61 11 19 29 -10 1 3 3 0 10 78 68 10 8 15 14 1 20 66 57 9 
0 

Onions Sept. 30, 1955 34 25 21 30 28 2 1 1 7 -6 44 69 65 4 45 48 49 -1 9 22 23 -1 <: 
May 31,1956 61 26 16 25 22 3 3 5 5 0 20 70 73 -3 52 56 62 -6 6 19 16 3 
Aug. 31,1956 52 16 14 23 22 1 5 8 8 0 29 69 70 -1 67 69 69 0 3 8 9 -1 
Oct. 31, 1956 61 17 12 20 21 -1 3 5 3 2 24 75 76 -1 64 66 66 0 7 14 13 1 
Dec. 31,1956 62 16 9 17 15 2 2 4 4 0 27 79 81 -2 53 54 55 -1 22 29 30 -1 
Oct. 31,1957 50 26 6 14 18 -4 0 0 0 0 44 86 82 4 59 65 59 6 9 21 23 -2 

Potatoes Oct. 31,1957 68 28 3 10 10 0 12 27 25 2 17 63 65 -2 46 51 53 -2 23 39 37 2 
Mar. 31,1958 62 45 9 17 18 -1 7 14 19 -5 22 69 63 6 27 38 48 -10 19 45 34 11 
Apr. 25, 1958 64 32 2 10 1 9 7 15 20 -5 27 75 79 -4 51 60 74 -14 15 30 25 5 
Oct. 31,1958 72 46 3 11 12 -1 14 34 35 -1 11 55 53 2 40 58 56 2 11 31 32 -1 
Oct. 30, 1959 52 32 7 15 19 -4 10 16 17 -1 31 69 64 5 56 66 67 -1 5 19 14 5 
Oct. 28, 1960 48 42 l3 21 27 -6 24 35 31 4 15 44 42 2 32 44 41 3 13 35 32 3 

Mean -.04 .15 -.11 0 .04 

• Reported. t Estimated . Abbreviations: N = nonreported; E = spreading; M = matching; H = hedging; S = speculation; L = long; s = short. 
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empirical evaluation. Holbrook Working developed some estimates based on 
the assumption of certain equalities between ratios in the reported data and in 
the totals (2). He then checked his estimates by comparison with the totals 
reported for a few special full market surveys of open interest, finding rather 
close agreement and a distinct improvement over other estimates available. This 
suggested the approach taken in this paper, which was to base the estimates on 
a purely statistical analysis of all available full market surveys. 

It was not evident at the outset that the special survey reports would provide 
a basis for a generally valid set of estimates having satisfactory levels of error. 
The surveys were few in number and possibly unrepresentative of the markets 
surveyed, being taken at the time of big price breaks or at special times of the 
marketing season. (It must be noted that the survey reports are merely a by
product of the regulatory activities of the CEA.) Even more important, the 
definition of a "large" position-one that must be reported-varies widely among 
markets and appears to be quite arbitrary from the standpoint of estimating total 
from reported open interest. 

Nevertheless, reasonably good estimates appear to be possible. In part, this 
may be due to the initial fears being unrealized. Purposeful timing of the surveys 
does not necessarily lead to bias, and the definition of a large position, even 
though established with other, regulatory, purposes in mind, may be sufficiently 
homogeneous among markets to provide adequate generality in the estimates. 
But primarily, the close estimates are obtained by focusing attention on the least 
variable categories, long and short hedging, and by employing in the estimation 
procedure a shift variable, nonreported open interest, which partially compen
sates for differences in definition of large position among markets. 

ESTIMATION PROCEDURE 

The basic method of estimating the classification of total open interest from 
the classification for the large, reporting traders consists in comparing these 
regular reports with the reports of full market surveys for the same market and 
date. The data are limited to 26 special survey reports and the corresponding 
regular reports of large traders. Percentages of open interest in each of the main 
categories of trading are summarized in Table 1, which, to save space, also shows 
the estimates and errors of estimate. 

As a preliminary step in the analysis, each major category, such as long 
hedging, was broken down into reportable or nonreportable, and the matching 
contracts were separated out. Reportable positions are those for which the com
bined holdings, in all futures, exceed the reporting limit. Since the reporting 
limit actually applies to the position held in a single future, "reportable" is not 
a strictly accurate term, but there is usually close agreement between reported 
and reportable amounts. Matching contracts occur when a trader has both long 
and short commitments in the same market. They include the short positions 
of traders net long, the long positions of traders net short, and the positions of 
traders even. The data are summarized in original trading units and in full 
detail needed for additional analysis in a mimeographed appendix to this study 
(available on request). The sources of the data and a number of adj ustments 
and remaining discrepancies are shown in footnotes to the appendix table. 
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Although there was close agreement between reported and reportable amounts 
in all other categories, there was scarcely any relationship between reported 
spreading and reportable matching. Spreading has generally been regarded as 
a form of speculation, and there appears to be little recognition of the existence 
of matched hedging. Some matched hedging results from the exercise of price 
judgment by the hedger, in anticipation of a profit from relative price movements, 
and is indistinguishable from speculative spreading in motive and effect (3, p. 8). 
Some arises from special merchandising practices, as in the case of "double 
hedging" of cotton (4, p. 309). It is easy to see how matched hedging positions 
can also be built up undeliberately, as a result of two departments of the same 
firm needing to be hedged in different futures. Some matched hedging may 
even be accidental, resulting from temporary failure to close out matching 
accounts. Since origin cannot be imputed accurately, all matched hedging is 
treated in this study as speculative spreading. 

The existence of matched hedging is not the only reason why reported spread
ing and reportable matching do not agree; if it were, reported spreading should 
agree closely with reportable speculative matching, which it does not. The pub
lished figure on reported spreading is the sum of positions classed as spreading 
by the large traders who hold these positions. Traders may tend to class as 
spreading only those positions built up through trades for which the special, 
lower commission charges and margin requirements granted spread trades by 
most exchanges apply. Matched speculative positions built up by a series of 
trades on different sides of the markets tend to be reported as speculative. 

Despite the tenuous theoretical correspondence between matching and re
ported spreading, they show a fairly consistent relationship in the survey data, 
as seen in Chart 1. Two regression lines of equal slope are drawn, the lower one 
relating to the markets for eggs, onions, and potatoes, and the upper one relating 
to all other markets for which survey data are available. There is virtually no 

CHART I.-RELATION OF TOTAL MATCHING TO REPORTED SPREADING 
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overlap of the scatter about these lines, and the difference in intercept value is 
significant. A legend is provided in Chart 1 to facilitate intermarket comparisons. 
The formulas relating total matching to reported spreading are 

M= 18+ 1.1 E* 
and 

M=7+1.1 E* 

for the specified markets. In these formulas, as in all charts, the units are per cent 
of total open interest. 

Hedging tends to be much more fully reported than speculation. The per
centage reported is, however, highly variable. The variability can be reduced 
materially by introducing nonreported commitments (on the same side of the 
market) as a shift variable. Logarithmic curves are fitted to the data in Charts 
2 and 3. The formulas are 

and 

HL 
Log H * =-.32+ .01 NL 

L 

Hs _ 
Log

H 
*--.12+ .006 Ns. 

s 

CHART 2.-RATIO OF TOTAL TO REPORTED LoNG HEDGING AS A FUNCTION 

OF NONREPORTED LoNG COMMITMENTS 
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CHART 3.-RATIO OF TOTAL TO REPORTED SHORT HEDGING AS A FUNCTION 

OF NON REPORTED SHORT COMMITMENTS 
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Short hedging is more fully reported than long hedging, and it shows a more 
consistent response to the shift variable. Ratios are inherently unstable, especially 
when the denominator is small, as in the case of long hedging. Fortunately, the 
estimated ratio is multiplied by correspondingly small reported figures to yield 
estimates, so the errors in the estimates are not large in absolute terms. 

Three identical relations exist between the six categories of open interest: 

Hs + Ss + Ms = HL + Sr, + ML 
(total short positions = total long positions) 

HL +SL +ML=I 
(total long positions = total open interest) 

ML=Ms 
(matching long = matching short). 

Three independent relationships are thus sufficient to estimate the six categories. 
These are provided by the estimating equations for matching, long hedging, and 
short hedging. Matching and the hedging categories are estimated directly, and 
the speculation is estimated as the residual from the total open interest. The 
estimates and their errors are shown in Table 1. So far as survey data go, the 
estimates of each category are unbiased; that is, the mean error is near zero. 
Although they are computed as residuals, the errors in the speculative categories 
are no greater than in the hedging or matching. The errors in all categories 
combined have a mean of zero (necessarily) and a standard deviation of 4.5. 

Although three independent estimating equations are sufficient to estimate 
the six categories of open interest, one might suppose that the estimates would 
be improved if direct estimates were made of all categories, including speculation, 
and the totals adjusted in some way. Charts 4 and 5 show the ratios of total to 
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CHART 4.-RATIO OF TOTAL TO REPORTED LONG SPECULATION AS A 

FUNCTION OF NONREPORTED LONG COMMITMENTS 
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reported long and short speculation, related to nonreported open interest as a 
shift variable in the same way as hedging. The same type of logarithmic relation_ 
ship to the shift variable is evident, and in the case of long speculation the fit is 
good-better even than for hedging. Using these equations for speculation does 
not, however, improve the estimates, primarily because the ratios of total to 
reported speculation are so much greater than the corresponding ratios for 
hedging. 

The use of two regression lines relating total matching to reported spreading, 
in Chart 1, rests entirely on the empirical observations. No economic arguments 
are advanced for separating the commodity markets into two groups in this way. 
Because of the seeming artificiality of the spreading classification vis-a-vis match
ing, rationalizing the difference between the two lines may be difficult. The 
matching estimates may possibly have been made to rely too heavily on the 
particular sample. Since intercommodity differences have been introduced, there 
is a question of how to class markets for which there was no survey data. Here 
one might use a line midway between the two shown, or one might attempt to 
impute market characteristics to the groups and assign other markets to one or 
the other of the two groups on the basis of these characteristics.1 

The estimates of hedging appear to rest on fairly firm ground. The shift 
variables are plausible, and have the desirable effect of partially compensating 
for seasonal, secular, and intercommodity differences in the percentage of open 
interest which gets reported. There is a good deal of residual variation about the 
regression lines, but this might well be due to inherent instability in the ratios 
of total to reported hedging which no further refinement could eliminate. 

Less than 20 per cent of the errors of estimate of all categories of open interest 
exceed plus or minus 5 per cent of total open interest. Of course, the percentage 
error within the category is frequently quite large. The estimates for a particular 
category in a particular commodity market may be biased. Considering the high 
percentages of nonreported commitments encountered in the survey data, the 
estimates seem remarkably close. 

IMPROVEMENT OF ESTIMATES 

The estimates derived in this study are quite satisfactory for some purposes, 
such as ranking markets by degree of speculative character, but for some other 
purposes, such as detecting the emergence of unusual patterns of open interest, 
they may be too crude. Improvement rests on acquiring more and better data 
rather than on further analysis of the data on hand_ This study demonstrates 
that the composition of open contracts is much more homogeneous and predict
able than one might suppose, and it seems likely that with relatively little effort 
it would be possible greatly to improve the reliability of the estimates. The users 
of government statistics have an obligation to help guide their improvement, 
and the aid of users is actively sought.2 In this spirit, some concrete suggestions 

1 Matching could be estimated in the same way as hedging if matching rather than spreading 
were reported. The appropriate shift variable appears to be the smaller of nonreported long or short 
commitments. Nearly as good estimates were obtained by using reportable matching as a measure of 
nonexistent reported matching. The CEA could report matching by summarizing the reports of large 
traders differently. As long as spreading continues to be reported, the regression lines of Chart 1 
must be used. 

2 See the report of the Federal Statistics Users Conference, "A Long Range Program for the Im
provement of Federal Statistics," in 5, p. 10. 
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for improving the special surveys and regular reports can be advanced, even 
if practical considerations may preclude full acceptance of the proposals by 
the CEA. 

First of all, the reports themselves must be accurate if they are to serve as the 
basis for accurate estimates. There are two possible sources of error: 

1. The legal definitions of the trading categories may not correspond to their 
theoretical counterparts, which are of central interest, at least to research workers. 
Prior to 1956 the CEA did not recognize anticipatory long hedging. Present 
definitions of hedging (6) appear reasonable, but inevitably they are somewhat 
arbitrary (relating amounts of hedging to past experience of the firm and to set 
periods of time, for example). Moreover, the theoretical dichotomy of hedging 
and speculation is not clear-cut, and may change with the analytical purpose 
being served (7). 

2. The traders and brokers who were required to classify the accounts may 
have done so incorrectly. The CEA has held that there is a tendency to report 
positions held by traders who also deal in the cash commodity as hedging when 
they are in fact speculative (8, p. 32). Errors in reporting which arise from these 
two sources, if they exist, may tend to cancel one another. On the other hand, 
conservative definitions may induce even more conservative interpretations, thus 
compounding the errors. 

The primary need is for full market surveys covering all markets at all stages 
of the crop year. Intermarket shifts in the relation of matching to reported 
spreading especially require broader market coverage. Conceivably, with suffi
cient data intermarket difference may be detectable in the hedging estimators 
as well. Seasonal changes in the shift variables within a market may have dif
ferent effects on hedging than do intermarket differences. A scientific sample 
design may reveal such differences. Once the composition of open contracts for 
all markets at all stages of the marketing year is known more accurately, surveys 
conducted in unusual situations, or supposedly unusual situations, should give 
interesting information on the manner in which markets respond to stress. With 
the present level of precision of the estimates, there is no apparent difference in 
the relationships between total and reported open interest attributable to the 
unusual conditions which prompted some of the surveys. 

The special survey reports should be made in sufficient detail to render them 
usable for checking the estimates; that is, they should have a size breakdown 
which has a division point at the reporting limit, and should, of course, separate 
hedging and speculation. All the most recent reports have been usable, but one 
as recent as October 1956 was not. The regular reports of open interest of large 
traders often are not sufficiently detailed either, since the published data apply to 
all contract markets combined, rather than to separate markets, as do the special 
surveys. It may be desirable to present regular reports for separate markets, 
especially where there are two or more rather important markets, as in cotton 
or wheat, of markedly different character, performing different marketing func
tions (9, p. 22). Alternatively-and perhaps the better course-special surveys 
should always be conducted in the relatively minor markets concurrent with the 
surveys in the major markets for each commodity. All markets for the same or 
for closely related commodities are, of course, economically interrelated, and 
speculative and hedging functions, and hence holdings, in the several markets 
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may differ widely over time and still form parts of a consistent, integrated whole. 
Only if there are both special surveys and regular reports for each of the markets 
can such phenomena be easily studied. 

One proposal can be ventured which goes beyond a mere re-emphasis. It 
might be more meaningful to give reported matching, rather than spreading, 
in the regular reports. Matched hedging could be separated out. Spreading to 
foreign markets, and intermarket spreading in general, may perhaps be more 
properly designated speculation; it should, at least, be reported separately from 
interoption spreading. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In spite of the seemingly arbitrary definition of large (reporting) trader, and 
the fact that at times as much as 93 per cent of long commitments or 68 per cent 
of short commitments go unreported as to classification, it is possible to make 
fairly close estimates of the classification of total open interest. For the 26 special 
surveys used to form the estimates, less than 20 per cent of the errors of estimate 
exceeded plus or minus 5 per cent, and the greatest error was 14 per cent. 

The special survey reports as a group leave something to be desired, as a basis 
for estimates. They may be biased from being taken in unusual circumstances. 
The market coverage is not broad enough, some markets having had only one 
survey and some none at all. Several of the surveys used required rather severe 
adjustments which may have introduced error. More surveys will no doubt be 
made by the CEA, and the information they yield can be added to that presently 
available (and summarized in detail in Appendix Table 1). It is unlikely that 
defects in the empirical basis invalidate the estimates, however. 

Changes in definitions, in methods of reporting by traders and exchange 
clearing members, and changes in the published reports might require changes in 
the estimating procedure. By the same token, the estimates developed here should 
probably be used for the post-World War II period only, since this is the period 
in which the special surveys were taken. 
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